Workers, Communities, and the Clean Energy Economy:

WORKING TOGETHER FOR A FUTURE THAT WORKS
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The Sierra Club and its 2.1 million members and supporters are proud to stand shoulder to shoulder with our allies in the labor movement in the fight for a fair and just transition to a clean, renewable energy economy in which all people have access to good jobs on a healthy planet.1 To get there, we need to immediately engage workers and communities, especially those affected by fossil fuel transitions, in developing and implementing a bold vision and strategy that decisively addresses the causes of the exploitation and abuse of our planet and its people.

WHY WE MUST ACT NOW: CLIMATE DISRUPTION DESTROYS JOBS AND HARM WORKERS

The scientists of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change have amplified their warning that humans burning fossil fuels are pouring greenhouse gases into the atmosphere at a rate that is causing an unprecedented and potentially devastating threat to life on this planet.2 Scientists agree that we must drastically reduce fossil fuel emissions and transition to a clean, renewable energy economy immediately, in order to prevent the effects of climate disruption on the planet and human life from becoming irreversible, with crop failures, water shortages, sea-level rises, species extinctions and increased disease.3 If we fail to act boldly now, hundreds of millions of workers around the world will suffer permanent job losses as a result of damage to infrastructure for water, energy, transportation and public health, as well as important economic sectors such as manufacturing, agriculture, and tourism. A landmark 2007 study on the economics of climate disruption, known as the Stern Review, concluded that global warming, if left unchecked, would lead to a massive economic downturn comparable to the combined effects of the two world wars and the Great Depression of the 20th century.4

While climate disruption is a long-term phenomenon, with short-term variations in temperature, in the United States, we have recently suffered through consecutive years of record heat, devastating hurricanes and forest fires, which scientists agree have been made much worse by the climate crisis. Among other workers who already may have been victimized by extreme weather exacerbated by human-caused climate disruption, nineteen firefighters lost their lives fighting a wildfire near Prescott, Arizona in the summer of 2013.5 When it comes to the future of the planet, we all have “skin in the game.”

As AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka recently said, “we have to act to cut those emissions, and act now.” Indeed, the world’s working people, acting through the International Trade Union Confederation, have unanimously adopted a resolution calling for a fair, ambitious and binding international climate change agreement and just transition policy aimed at reducing greenhouse gases and dependence on fossil fuels while improving people’s living standards. The ITUC expressed “strong support” for precisely the dramatic emissions reductions called for by the world’s scientists.6 The carbon pollution standards that President Obama’s EPA is proposing for new and existing power plants are an essential step in this direction.

WE MUST PROTECT WORKERS AND COMMUNITIES IN THE TRANSITION

However, as we respond to the profound opportunities and challenges presented by the clean energy transition, we must simultaneously protect miners, power plant workers and others who are already being affected by the transition, as well as the communities that depend on those industries. For example, federal data show that employment among U.S. coal miners fell by 19% in the first quarter of 2013 compared to the end of 2012, with job losses accelerating nationwide. Collective hesitation to act rapidly and decisively to ramp up the clean energy economy means workers are hurting in the short run, especially in already economically distressed parts of the country such as Appalachia.

The Sierra Club embraces the conclusion of the Utility Workers Union of America that this hesitance to act is creating “stranded workers and communities” who could lose everything and recover little to nothing in the transition if we do not act promptly. Sadly, this is not the first time that changes in the market and technology have caused tragic upheavals for our country’s working families. For example, our economy has yet to recover from the blow of the large-scale deindustrialization and offshoring of our country’s unionized manufacturing sector that began in the late 1970s. On the other hand, it was also during the late 20th century that the federal government marshaled the will and resources to help tobacco farmers in the south and timber workers in the Northwest through transitions of their own. Surely we can take care of the workers and communities in Appalachia and elsewhere who have powered our country for the past century.

We must get it right this time, for the sake of all of our futures. It is no consolation to families and communities that have lost their sole means of livelihood to say we created some new jobs making solar panels in China, or even in the next state over. If we resign ourselves to structural economic changes running roughshod over people, we all will lose.
A VISION FOR CHANGE SCALED TO THE MAGNITUDE OF THE CRISIS

To prevent irreparable disruption to our climate and human civilization, we must make the transition to a clean energy economy, and we must do it quickly. This is a very tall order, but the transition is already well under way. Economic forces, activism and competition from clean energy are all nudging economies around the globe away from fossil fuels, including coal, oil and natural gas, and towards renewable sources of energy such as wind, solar and geothermal. Utilities, such as Xcel in Colorado, are ramping up solar and wind because it is cost-competitive not only with coal and oil but with natural gas.7 The U.S. will burn 943 million tons of coal this year, with levels declining to what was used in 1993. And China, which burns as much coal as the rest of the world combined, is taking steps to slow its coal consumption. Analysts call the shift in China “the beginning of the end of coal.”8 New higher efficiency light duty and soon to come heavy duty vehicle standards are reducing oil consumption. Regardless of the causes of the transition, we can only do it fairly and justly if we make a profound change, beginning right now, from a global economy dominated by those who deny any consideration of the public good, towards a more sustainable economic future based upon fairer, more equitable, healthier societies.9 Clean energy is a great place to begin, as renewable energy and energy efficiency investments create far more jobs per dollar spent than fossil fuels, including natural gas. Specifically, a clean-energy investment agenda generates more than 3 times the number of jobs within the United States as does spending the same amount of money within the fossil fuel sectors.10

The clean energy sector is growing at a rate of 8.3 percent, nearly double the growth rate of the overall economy.11 Solar thermal energy expanded by 18.4 percent annually from 2003 to 2010, and solar photovoltaic power grew by 10.7 percent over the same period. Meanwhile, the U.S. wind energy industry saw 35 percent average annual growth over the past five years, according to the 2010 U.S. Wind Industry Annual Market Report.12 A study performed by the Brookings Institution and Battelle found that as long ago as 2010, 2.7 million people were directly employed in the “clean economy,” already more than the 2.4 million employed in the fossil fuel industry.13 These numbers will only increase as the clean energy economy grows.

Median wages are 13 percent higher in green energy careers than the economy average. Median salaries for green jobs are $46,343, or about $7,727 more than the median wages across the broader economy. As an added benefit, nearly half of these jobs employ workers with a less than a four-year college degree, which accounts for a full 70 percent of our workforce.14 Thus, if done properly, the clean energy retooling of our economy will lead to a massive expansion of good jobs, providing one of the biggest opportunities for growth of the labor movement over the next generation.15

AFFECTED COMMUNITIES SHOULD LEAD IN DEVELOPING SOLUTIONS

In the meantime, however, people in frontline communities, including workers in fossil fuel industries, are hurting. We must seek and accept leadership from those communities in developing a transition to local clean energy economies that work for everybody. Ultimately, to save people and the planet, we must build a global movement with the power to generate policies and funding for the millions of “climate jobs” that will help us make the transition to a low carbon economy. This provides a historic growth opportunity for the labor movement. New jobs in solar manufacturing and installation, offshore and onshore wind power, railroad and pipeline repair, public transit, bridge construction and repair, energy conservation and efficiency, upgrading the grid, and developing alternative fuels and energy sources, among others, will save the economy and help us mitigate climate disruption by reducing greenhouse gas emissions. But, in order for it to be fair and just, organized workers and so-called frontline communities must both lead and benefit from this transition.

THE NEED FOR BOLD, DECISIVE VISION AND ACTION TO PROTECT THE CLIMATE AND WORKING PEOPLE

We need bold vision and action that really addresses the huge economic woes of regions like Appalachia. In some cases, jobs in mining and coal-fired power plant operations are virtually the only revenue source for entire counties. The challenge of implementing this ambitious and vital vision is made more profound by the destructive tactics of an anti-union, climate science denying faction, well-funded by the fossil fuel industry. Workers’ rights have been eroded, manufacturing has been moved offshore, U.S. union density is at an historic low, the middle class is shrinking, and the gap between the wealthiest and the rest of us continues to widen.16

However, these interconnected challenges are precisely what call us to press for bold action.17 We must lengthen our vision and ramp up our expectations, not only because decisive action is needed to end climate disruption and build a clean energy economy with good jobs for all, but because it is often darkest before the dawn.

To take just two examples, the greatest policy achievements of the 20th century, the Great Society and the New Deal, which transformed our society in the direction of racial and economic equality respectively, arose from great social crises in which the proponents of change faced fierce and often violent resistance from intransigent proponents of the institutionalized status...
The Flint sit-down strikers and the marchers across the Edmund Pettis Bridge did not turn away in the face of the magnitude of the challenge. Who are we to ignore the sacrifices of those who came before us? Who are we to fail our children and grandchildren because we are challenged by the tactics of today's well-funded, anti-union climate science deniers? Yes, this is a big lift, but as a country, we've become stronger by solving seemingly insurmountable crises when we faced them unflinchingly and acted boldly and wisely.

The scale and complexity of the challenge means there is no single simple silver bullet solution. Carbon and other greenhouse gases have astronomic social and economic costs, in the trillions of dollars, but these costs are far outweighed by the benefits of climate mitigation. Mitigating the cost of climate disruption must include providing for the continued economic health of workers and communities formerly engaged in the production of energy via fossil fuels. The questions of who pays and who benefits and how are difficult, to say the least, but the reality of climate science tells us the days of denial and delay are over. We must answer these questions now.

In short, we need a wide-ranging and diverse policy menu: We need bold federal action. We need state and local governments to step up. We need global cooperation and community organizing. We need corporations to treat their workers and the environment with greater respect. We need coordinated strategic action across the broad majority represented by the labor, environmental, consumer, racial and gender justice movements. And we need financing mechanisms.

We understand, however, that those solutions can only be developed through a process in which union-represented workers, through their unions, as well as members of affected communities, are genuine participants. This process stalled after the failure of comprehensive climate legislation in 2009. Since then, the IPCC has amplified the imminent nature of the climate crisis, structural changes away from a fossil fuel driven energy economy have gained momentum, and the Administration is pursuing an ambitious climate mitigation agenda. It is therefore time to begin again. We in the Sierra Club commit ourselves to restarting this process, informed by our years of participation in these conversations, and the experiences of our members and supporters who work and live in affected communities.
The Sierra Club knows from experience that coal plant retirements can be structured in ways that take care of affected workers and the local economy. For example, in Washington state, environmentalists worked with unions and communities to ensure that a multi-million dollar transition plan for the workers was included in the plans to retire the Centralia coal plant. The Club also worked with the Moapa Band of Paiutes in Nevada to build the largest tribal solar plant in the nation, with union allies for the city of Los Angeles to buy power from that plant, and with both allies supported a bill that would close the Reid Gardner coal plant and build at least 350 MW of new renewable energy. Through the Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy (LAANE), we joined forces with local community members and the IBEW to build RePower LA, a program in which low income residents lower their neighbors’ utility bills and receive a living wage as they make businesses and homes buildings more energy efficient, train for jobs with the local utility, and get on a path to union membership. We know what it looks like when workers and communities are part of the plan.

A “fair and just transition” means that the affected workers, their unions, and the communities they support are equal partners in a managed transition, not pawns in a corporate profit-making scheme they learn about after the fact. It means that impacted workers receive job security and livelihood guarantees as part of the transition. It means that every level of government and business is directly engaged in an all-out effort to maximize investments in economic development, provide workforce training, and create lasting, good jobs that strengthen the economy and sustain working families. A just transition means the corporations responsible for harmful pollution are accountable for cleaning it up so that communities are left with usable land and clean water. It means environmental groups and unions don’t let ourselves be divided by our common opponents, and continue to work together through national partnerships like the Blue Green Alliance and local and regional partnerships like the Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy and the Blue Green Waterfront Coalition of Whatcom County (Washington). Ultimately, in order for our movements to transform the global economy in the direction of genuine democracy and sustainability, we must articulate and carry out a bold shared vision and strategy for a future that works for all.

APPENDIX

FAIR AND JUST TRANSITION: WORKING TOGETHER, GETTING IT RIGHT
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